Lily and Yuh Nung Jan were both born in China and raised in Taiwan. They received their undergrad degrees in physics from National Taiwan University. In 1968, they went to Caltech to study physics, but after 2 years, they switched to biology under the tutelage of their PhD advisor Max Delbr€ uck. They began their long-term collaboration after finishing graduate study in 1974. Following their postdoctoral training with Seymour Benzer at Caltech and Steve Kuffler at Harvard Medical School, the Jans joined the faculty of the University of California, San Francisco in 1979 and became investigators of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute in 1984. Their interest in ion channel functions-how a channel works and what it does in the nervous systemcan be traced back to their first collaboration, which led to the identification of the Drosophila Shaker gene as the first known potassium channel gene. Their interest in neural development-how certain cells in an embryo become neural progenitors that give rise to specific types of neurons with characteristic dendritic morphology-became tractable in Drosophila as the question was approached in stages, starting with studies of cell fate specification and asymmetric cell division and progressing to investigation of dendrite morphogenesis. Questions concerning functions befitting a neuron's dendrite morphology then led to their recent studies of mechanosensitive ion channels. Both Lily and Yuh Nung Jan are members of the National Academy of Sciences and the Academia Sinica. They have been recognized with several awards, including the Spencer Award, the Distinguished Alumni Award from Caltech, the Gerard Prize, the Wiley Prize, the Scolnick Prize, and the Gruber Prize in Neuroscience.
Who were your key early influences? As we reminisced (a sure sign of becoming old geezers) in a recent autobiographic chapter in the History of Neuroscience in Autobiography series edited by Larry R. Squire and published by the Society for Neuroscience (https:// www.sfn.org//media/SfN/Documents/ TheHistoryofNeuroscience/Volume%208/ YuhNungJan_LilyJan.ashx), we learned a great deal from our mentors Max Delbr€ uck, Seymour Benzer, and Steve Kuffler. In a ''Preparing Future Faculty'' type of talk aimed for senior postdocs and starting faculty, we have tried to convey what we learned from our mentors:
We have been fortunate to have inspiring mentors with tremendous scientific curiosity and a sheer delight in doing science. Having made important scientific contributions, our mentors also exerted strong influence by being open and supportive, rendering the field attractive to newcomers, thus ensuring it'll thrive. Surrounded by circles of friends and collaborators, they exemplified the best practice in advancing the careers of their former lab members. Success of their trainees further boosted the standing of our mentors as leaders. It was also inspiring to witness how they enjoyed life with family and friends.
To tackle your favorite research question, is there a tool that either needs to be developed or is currently available that could be implemented in a novel way? A vivid memory we share with our compatriots of the Benzer lab is a list of big questions we jointly came up with in one of those extended lunch gatherings four decades ago. Seymour jotted down these questions in neuroscience under the headings of behavior, physiology, anatomy, embryology, molecular biology, and evolution. The topics ranged from behaviors in the realms of psychology and ethology (inborn versus learned, adaptive significance to survival.), functions of various nervous system regions (processing of sensory information for each modality, what changes in synapses correspond to memory.), circuitry of the nervous system and muscles (map all neurons and connections.), development (positional information, inertial guidance versus lick-and-stick for neurospecificity, program for cell division, differentiation.), and genome structure and control (packaging of genes, coordinated repression and derepression.) to
